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Today 

Extracting Information from Text: 
 Tagging 
 Chunking 
 Named Entity Recognition 
 Relation Extraction 
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Information Extraction 3 



IE basics 
4 

 Bottom-Up approach 
 Start with unrestricted texts, and do the best you can 
 The approach was in particular developed by the 

Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) in the 
1990s 

 Select a particular domain and task 
 

Information extraction (IE) is the task of 
automatically extracting structured information 
from unstructured and/or semi-structured 
machine-readable documents. (Wikipedia) 



Steps 
5 

or the oposite 
order 

Role labelling 
Project  
(last oblig) 

chunking 



The first steps in NLTK 

def ie_preprocess(document): 
    sentences = nltk.sent_tokenize(document) [1] 
    sentences = [nltk.word_tokenize(sent) for sent in sentences] [2] 

    sentences = [nltk.pos_tag(sent) for sent in sentences] 

 We have used tokenizer 
 Worked on/will work on tagged texts 
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Tagging 7 



Tagging 

I saw the saw . 
PRP VBD DT NN . 

 Goal:  
To ascribe the correct POS tag to each word in context 

 We learn a classifier from examples 
 We extract features from the context 

 All the words in the sentence could in principle be used 
 We can use other tags (tags assigned earlier in the sentence) 

 A sequence classifier decides on the whole sequence of tags 
for the sentence (INF4820) 

 Leave the details to INF4820 
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HMM Tagging 

 The popular (trigram) HMM tagger uses as features: 
 The word itself, w_n 
 (Two) earlier tags 
 (Indirectly two later tags since it is a sequence classifier) 
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Chunking 10 



Next steps 

 Chunk together words to phrases 
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NP-chunks 
12 

 Exactly what is an NP-
chunk? 

 It is an NP 
 But not all NPs are 

chunks 
 Flat structure: no NP-

chunk is part of another 
NP chunk 

 Maximally large 
 Opposing restrictions 

[ The/DT market/NN ] for/IN  
[ system-management/NN software/NN ] 
for/IN [ Digital/NNP ]  
[ 's/POS hardware/NN ] is/VBZ 
fragmented/JJ enough/RB that/IN  
[ a/DT giant/NN ] such/JJ as/IN  
[ Computer/NNP Associates/NNPS ] 
should/MD do/VB well/RB there/RB ./. 



Regular Expression Chunker 
13 

 Input POS-tagged sentences 
 Use a regular expression over POS to identify NP-

chunks 
 NLTK example: 
 It inserts parentheses 
 
grammar = r""" 
  NP: {<DT|PP\$>?<JJ>*<NN>} 
      {<NNP>+}  
""" 

http://www.nltk.org/book/ch07.html


IOB-tags 
14 

 Properties 
 One tag per token 
 Unambiguous 
 Does not insert anything in the text itself 



Assigning IOB-tags 
15 

 The process can be considered a form for tagging 
 POS-tagging: Word to POS-tag 
 IOB-tagging: POS-tag to IOB-tag 

 But one may in addition use additional features, e.g. words  
 Can use various types of classifiers 

 NLTK uses a MaxEnt Classifier 
 We will consider MaxEnt towards the end of the semester 



Evaluating (IOB-)chunkers 

 cp = nltk.RegexpParser("")  
 test_sents = conll ('test', 

chunks=['NP'])  
 IOB Accuracy: 43.4% 
 Precision: 0.0%  
 Recall: 0.0%  
 F-Measure: 0.0% 

 What do we evaluate? 
 IOB-tags? or 
 Whole chunks? 
 Yields different results 

 For IOB-tags: 
 Baseline:  
 majority class O,  
 yields > 33% 

 Whole chunks: 
 Which chunks did we find? 
 Harder 
 Lower numbers 
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Named Entity Recognition 17 



Named entities 
18 

 Named entity: 
 Anything you can refer 

to by a proper name 

 Find the phrases 
 Classify them 

 

Citing high fuel prices, [ORG United 
Airlines] said [TIME Friday] it has increased 
fares by [MONEY $6] per round trip on 
flights to some cities also served by lower-
cost carriers. [ORG American Airlines], a 
unit of [ORG AMR Corp.], immediately 
matched the move, spokesman [PER Tim 
Wagner] said. [ORG United], a unit of 
[ORG UAL Corp.], said the increase took 
effect [TIME Thursday] and applies to most 
routes where it competes against discount 
carriers, such as [LOC Chicago] to [LOC 
Dallas] and [LOC Denver] to [LOC San 
Francisco]. 
 



Types of NE 
19 

 The set of types vary between different systems 
 Which classes are useful depend on application 



Gazetteer 
20 

 Useful: List of names, e.g. 
 Gazetteer: list of geographical names 

 But does not remove all ambiguities 



Representation (IOB) 
21 



Classification 
22 

 Similar to tagging and chunking 
 You will need features from several layers 
 Available features: 

 Words, POS-tags, Chunk-tags, Graphical prop. 



Relation extraction 23 



Goal 
24 

 Extract the relations that 
exist between the (named) 
entities in the text 

 A fixed set of relations 
(normally)  
 Determined by application: 
 Jeopardy 
 Preventing terrorist attacks 
 Detecting illness from medical 

record 
 … 

 

• Born_in 
• Date_of_birth 
• Parent_of 

 
• Author_of 
• Winner_of 

 
• Part_of 
• Located_in 

 
• Acquire 
• Threaten 

 
• Has_symptom 
• Has_illness 
 



Examples 
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Methods for relation extraction 
26 

1. Hand-written patterns 
2. Machine Learning (Supervised classifiers) 
3. Semi-supervised classifiers and bootstrapping 

 
4. Unsupervised (no predefined class of relations) 



Hand-written patterns 

 Example: acquisitions 
 [ORG]…( buy(s)| 

bought| 
aquire(s|d) )…[ORG] 
 

 Hand-write patterns 
like this 

 Properties: 
 High precision 
 Will only cover a small 

set of patterns 
 Low recall 
 Time consuming 

 (Also in NLTK, sec 7.6) 
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2. Supervised classifiers 
28 

 A corpus 
 A fixed set of entities and relations 
 The sentences in the corpus is hand annotated: 

 Entities 
 Relations between them 

 Split the corpus into parts for training and testing 
 Train a classifier: 

 Choose learner:  
Naive Bayes, Logistic regression (Max Ent), SVM, … 

 Select features 



The classification task 
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Examples of features 
30 

American Airlines, a unit of AMR, immediately matched the 
move, spokesman Tim Wagner said 

More on (the selection of) 
features in the role labelling 

task (oblig.) 



Properties 
31 

 The bottleneck is the availability of training data 
 To hand label data is time consuming 
 Mostly applied to restricted domains 
 Does not generalize well to other domains 



3. Semisupervised, bootstrapping 
32 

 If we know a pattern for a relation we can determine 
whether a pair stands in the relation 

 Conversely: If we know that a pair stands in a relationship, 
we can find patterns that describe the realtion 

Pairs: 
IBM – AlchemyAPI 
Google – YouTube 
Facebook - WhatsApp 

Patterns: 
[ORG]…bought…[ORG] 

Relation 
ACQUIRE 



Example 
33 

 (IBM, AlchemyAPI): ACQUIRE 
 Search for sentences containing IBM and AlchemyAPI 
 Results (Web-search, Google, btw. first 10 results): 

 IBM's Watson makes intelligent acquisition of Denver-based 
AlchemyAPI (Denver Post) 

 IBM is buying machine-learning systems maker AlchemyAPI 
Inc. to bolster its Watson technology as competition heats up 
in the data analytics and artificial intelligence fields. 
(Bloomberg) 

 IBM has acquired computing services provider AlchemyAPI to 
broaden its portfolio of Watson-branded cognitive computing 
services. (ComputerWorld) 



Example contd. 
34 

 Extract patterns 
 IBM's Watson makes intelligent acquisition of Denver-

based AlchemyAPI (Denver Post) 
 IBM is buying machine-learning systems maker 

AlchemyAPI Inc. to bolster its Watson technology as 
competition heats up in the data analytics and artificial 
intelligence fields. (Bloomberg) 

 IBM has acquired computing services provider 
AlchemyAPI to broaden its portfolio of Watson-branded 
cognitive computing services. (ComputerWorld) 

 



Procedure 

 From the extracted 
sentences, we extract 
patterns 

 Use these patterns to 
extract more pairs 

 These pairs may again 
be used for extracting 
more patterns, etc. 

 …makes intelligent 
acquisition … 

 … is buying … 
 … has acquired … 
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Bootstrapping 
36 



A little more 
37 

 We could  
 either extract pattern templates and searching for these 
 or features for classification and build a classifier 

 If we use patterns we should generalize 
 makes intelligent acquisition  (make(s)|made) JJ* 

acquisition 
 During the process we should evaluate before we 

extend: 
 Does the new pattern recognize other pairs we know stand 

in the relation? (Recall) 
 Does the new pattern return pairs that are not in the 

relation? (Precision) 
 



Evaluating relation extraction 
38 

 Supervised methods can be evaluated on each of the 
examples in a test set.  

 For the semi-supervised method: 
 we don’t have a test set. 
 we can evaluate the precision of the returned examples 

 
 Beware the difference between 

 Determine for a sentence whether an antity pair is in a 
particular relation 

 Determine from a text: 
 We may use several occurrences of the pair in the text 



What have we learned today 
39 

or the oposite 
order 

Role labelling 
Project last 
oblig 

chunking 



Summary 

 Similarities – and differences – between 
 Tagging 
 Chunking 
 Named Entity Recognition 

 
 Relation Extraction 

1. Pattern matching 
2. Supervised machine learned classifier 
3. Bootstrapping 
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